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Abstract
This paper presents an end - user interface that allows
real time paramet ric control of sound events resulting
in an interactive environm e nt, in which Evolutionary
Computation is applied to Algorithmic Composition.
The resulting system, Vox Populi, uses genetic
algorithm s to generate and evaluate a sequence of
chords played as MIDI data. Harmonic, tonal and
voice range fitness are used to control musical
features. Based on the ordering of consonance of
musical intervals, the notion of approximating a
sequence of notes to its harmonically compatible note
or tonal centre is used. This method employs fuzzy
formalism and is posed as an optimisation approach
based on factors relevant to hearing music .
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INTRODUCTION

Evolutionary Comput ation has been successfully applied to control
music processes. An application of genetic algorithm s to generate
Jazz solos is described in (Biles, 1994) and this technique has also
been studied as a way of controlling rhythmic structures (Horovitz,
1994).

This paper describes a procedure for algorithmic composition based
on the controlled production of chord cadences: a population of
chords is properly codified according to the MIDI protocol, and is
submitted to evolution by the application of genetic algorithm s. The
research presente d here was already discusse d in (Moroni et all,
1999). A fitness criterion is defined to indicate the best chord at
each generation, and this chord is selected as the next element in
the sequence to be played. The produced real time sound output
stream allows this system to be used in live electronic music as a
computer perform ance instru me n t.
In what follows, a general description of the main component s of
the computa tional environme nt are presente d and a musical fitness
based on melodic, harmonic and voice range criteria is defined.
Finally, the end - user interface is described in detail.

2

D EFINITIONS

Some basic concepts are funda me n t al to the underst an di ng of the
main results.
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Individuals and Populations

Individuals of the population are defined here as chords of four
notes and they are potential solutions for the selection process.
Initially, the chord’s notes are randomly generated on the interval
[0…127], which correspo n d s to MIDI note number. In each
generation, a population of 30 chords is produced and evaluated.
The chords are internally represente d as a chromoso m e with 28
bits, composed of 4 words with 7 bits (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1 - The structure of a MIDI chrom os o m e
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Rhythmic Genetic Cycle

The general architecture of the rhythmic genetic cycle is depicted in
Fig. 2 . It is possible to see on the diagram two co- operative
processes in the genetic cycle: one producing notes and the other
(the interface) consu ming notes. As described in 2.1, once the initial
population of individuals is created, the fitness of each chord can be

evaluated. The fitness function is defined as a composition of three
term s: voice range fitness, vertical consona nce or harmonic fitness,
horizontal consonance or tonal fitness.
After the music fitness evaluation, typical genetic operators of
crossover and mutation are applied to the individuals (Michalewicz,
1996). Once the best chord is selected, it is put available to be
played. The interface, which is looking for new notes, sends them to
the MIDI port.
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Figure. 2 – The rhythmic genetic cycle.
The following steps are realized in the genetic cycle (Pedrycz &
Gomide, 1998):
Step 1 : Create an initial population rando mly;
Step 2: While not
following:
•
•

stoppe d

(by the user), perform

the

Evaluate the musical fitness of each individual in the
population;
Apply the genetic operators to the population of MIDI
chromos o m e s (groups of voices), taken into account
based on the musical fitness, to create a new population.
That is:

Reproduction: Copy existing individual strings to a new
population;
Crosso v er: Create two new chromoso m e s by crossing
over randomly chosen sublists (substrings) from two
existing chromos o m e s;
Mutation: Create new chromos o m e s from an existing one
by randomly mutating the character in the list;
Step 3: Find the best individual in the new population and
play it as a MIDI event. Go to Step 2 .
The steps above stress the existence of many operations executed in
each cycle. The time interval between the selection of the best
chords in two successive cycles may be different. On the other hand,
the interface is regularly “asking for new notes”. Despite the fact
that there is an average time cycle to designate the best individual in
each generation, small variations in each time cycle determine the
genetic rhyth m . Different times for the notes being played are
perceived as a rhythmic profile of the pitch sequence generate d by
the genetic cycle.
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FITNESS EVALUATION

This section present s the criteria used to evaluate the system
musical fitness associated to each chord. Mathematical formulation
is omitted, detailed description is found in (Moroni et all, 1999).
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Voices Range Criterion

The chord’s notes are related to voices that are associated to the
linguistic terms: bass, tenor, contralto, soprano and nh (no human).
The related fuzzy sets are shown in Fig. 3 . Each voice is assigned to
a members hip value associated with each linguistic term in the set
{NH, B, T, C, S}. For the classification of each voice, the member s hi p
function is evaluated for each set and the maximum value is taken.
In the case of coincidence, the distance to the centre of the fuzzy
set is considered. The interval of voices reached by the human
voices is assum ed to be in the interval H = [39..84], given in MIDI
note values.
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Figure. 3 – The linguistic values associated with the voices
Once the voices of each chord are evaluated according to its
distribution
in the interval of voices, the voice range criterion
returns a value in the set {NH, W, M, G, E}. These linguistic values are
associated to the concepts No Huma n, Weak, Medium, Good and
Excellent . The optimal case – Excellent - is considered when the
chord contains the voices Bass, Tenor, Contralto and Soprano. In
this case, Nvalues = 4. The absence of these voices returns NH; the
presence of one of them returns W; two returns M; three returns G;
with Nvalues = 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively. Therefore, the voice range
fitness is evaluated as:
O = NValues / 4
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The Consonance Criterion

The consona nce among the four voices is evaluated as a function of
the voice attributes. Consonance is defined as a function of the
overlap between the harmonic series of two given notes
(Vidyamurt hy, 1992). This overlap measure me n t is then scaled to a
value between 0 and 1, with 1 denoting complete overlap (i. e., the
two notes being the same), and 0 denoting no overlap at all. This
notion of overlap can be succinctly capture d in the fuzzy set
formalism further described.
The harmonic series derived from a given note is a set tone
consisting of its funda me n t al tone and upper harmonic tones. In
Fig. 4 the weighting of the harmonic series versus the relative pitch

is represente d, and the sum of the weights is normalised. Note that
n denotes the nth key on the piano, and that (n + k) denotes the key
k semitones above key n. In Fig. 4 , the upper tones of notes 60 (C)
and 64 (E) are presente d. Following, the resultant overlap or
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Figure 4 –The weighting of notes 60 (C) and 64 (E)
Formally defining, each note is a fuzzy set on a countable universe
of discourse. The consonance or overlap between the notes is
defined as the sum of the intersection of the harmonic series
weights (Vidyamurt hy & Chakrapa ni, 1992), and results in a value in
[0..1]. Fig. 5 cosonance between the pitches showed in Fig. 4 .
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Figure 5 – The consonance or overlap between note 60 (C) and note
64 (E).
3.2.1 Vertical Consonance or Har monic Fitness
Given a four note chord, the harmonic fitness is defined as the sum
of the consona nce or overlap of the harmonic series of the four
notes present in the chord (as in Fig. 5 is presente d for two notes).
3.2.2 Horizontal Consonance or Tonal Fitness
Given a four note chord and a tonal centre named Id, the tonal
fitness is defined as the maximal value of the consonance between
each note present in the chord and the tonal centre Id.
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Music Fitness

The resulting Musical Fitness is a conjunction of the previous
functions and is defined as:
Music Fitness = Voice Range Fitness + Har monic Fitness + Tonal
Fitness

9

VOX POPULI SYSTEM

The system was implemente d to perform a series of sound
experiment and eventually to be used as a tool for Algorithmic
Composition.
10 Interface and Parametric Control
The user may interfere in the fitness function through five interface
controls: 1) Tonal Centre Control, 2) Biological Control, 3) Rhythmic
Control, 4) Voice Range Control and 5) Orchestra Control.

Figure 7 – Vox Populi Graphic Interface
It follows a short description of the controls available to user
interaction with Vox Populi.

4.1.1 Tonal Center Control
The Mel scroll allows modifying the value Id, which is the tonal
centre in the evaluation of the tonal fitness.

4.1.2 Biological Control
The Bio scroll allows interfering in the duration of the genetic cycle,
modifying the time between genetic iterations. Since the music is
being generate d in real time, this artifice was necessary to
synchronise the different process that is running.
This value
deter mines the slice of time necessary to apply the genetic
operators, such as crossover and mutation, and can also be
interprete d as the reprod uction time for each generation.

4.1.3 The Rhyth mic Control
The Rit scroll changes the time between evaluations of the musical
fitness. It deter mines the “time to produce a new music generation”
or the slice of time necessary to evaluate the musical fitness of the

population. It interferes directly in the music rhythm. Changes on
this control make the rhythm faster or slower.

4.1.4 The Voice Range Control
The Oct scroll allows enlarging or diminishing the interval of voices
considered in the voices range criterion.

4.1.5 The Orchestra Control
Six MIDI orchestra s
are used to play the selected chords: 1)
keyboards; 2) strings and brasses; 3) keyboards, strings and
percus sion; 4) percussion; 5) sound effects and 6) random orchestra,
that takes any instru m en t from the General MIDI list.
11 Interactive Pad Control
The Pad On button enables and disables the pad change on four
controls defined above. They are coupled in two pairs that are
interprete d as variables of a two- dimensional phase space. This
allows a user to draw an oriented curve to determine the music
evolution. There are two curves, associated with different colours.
a)

RED CURVE: describes a phase space of the tonal and voice
range control variables.
b) BLUE CURVE: describes a phase space of the biological and
rhyth mic control variables.
The pad may be musically interpreted as an elementary tool that
allows a “master gesture” to conduct the music.

1 2 PERFORMANCE CONTROL AND MUSIC EXAMPLES
The Perform ance Control window presente d in Fig. 8 allows the user
to shape the music output in real time. Each voice can be played as:
a) Solo , b) Arpeggio and b) Chord . The Solo option enables direct
output to the MIDI port. The Arpeggio option uses the last four
notes calculate by the algorithm as MIDI output. The Chord option
plays the last four notes as a block. A musician can change pitch
material as a Chromatic, Major or Minor mode using the Modo
Option . Rhyth m ic Control presente d in 4.1.3 can be shaped by a
rhythmic pattern input by the user as a string of small integers

numbers. Vox Populi has also a Write MIDI option to produce MIDI
files to be processed later in a sequencer progra m. Vox Populi demo
can be downloade d from http: / / w ww.ia.cti.br / ~ a r t e m i s / v ox po p uli.

Figure 8 – Performance Control options
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CONCLUSION

The resultant music moves from very pontilistic sounds to
sustained chords. It depend s upon the duration of the genetic cycle
and the number of individuals on the original population. The
octave fitness forces the notes to be in the range H, assume d to be
the range reached by the human voices and associated with the
central region of the notes in the piano. But since that several
orchestra s of instrum e nt s are used, this range is too limited for
some of them. The original decision to restrict the generate d voices
to specific ranges was just to resemble human’s voices; nevertheless
a user can enlarge this ranges using the Octave Control. The
interface was designed to be flexible for the user to modify the
music being generated, and can be thought as a prototype
environme nt for algorithmic composition. The system has been
proved to be flexible to receive new features. Most of the controls
did not exist in its primer version, and were added as new
interesting aspects that were identified to be extended. It has been
revealed as a laboratory of sound experiment s in which lots of
possibilities may be explored.

Further, we are developing an integration of this system with
Gesture Interfaces, as a glove to enhance the man / m a c hine
interaction with the purpose of allowing a human gesture to be the
real time controller. This is a natural extension of the Pad Control.

This approach was previously applied in the project ActContAct
(Manzolli et al. 1998), where an electronic shoe was used in music
generation.
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